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A recursion theoretic formulation is used to establish that 
- - there is no uniform bound on the number of steps required for a universal 
automaton to simulate locally one step of another automaton; 
- - there is no uniform bound on the loss of time incurred when some universal 
automaton globally simulates another automaton. 
More precisely, define an automaton to be a partial recursive function with 
decidable domain. Say that an automaton U locally simulates an automaton f via 
recursive, injective encoding cr with recursive time bound b iff for all z, z' C IN the 
following holds: f ( z )  = z' ~ 9t[1 <~ t <~ b(z) A Uta(z) = a(z')]; i.e., one f-step can 
be simulated via cr by t U-steps, for some number t with 1 <~ t <~ b(z). We prove 
that, for any recursively enumerable family B of total recursive functions, there is 
no automaton which can locally simulate any automaton f via some injective 
encoding cr with some bound b from the given family B. In particular, there is 
neither a step-by-step simulator (taking B to be the family consisting only of the 
function 2z • 1) nor a real-time simulator (taking B to be the family of all constant 
functions). 
For an automaton f, define partial recursive functions 
I f ]  := while f i s  defined do f, 
t the least t such that f t (z )  is undefined, 
Timer := 2z • if such a t exists, 
t undefined, otherwise. 
Say that an automaton U globally simulates an automaton f via input function y 
and output function p with time bound b iff [ f ]=p[U]7 and Tim%(7(z)) ~ 
b(z, Timez(z)), for all z such that Time~(z) is defined. We prove that for any recur- 
sively enumerable family B of total recursive 2-ary functions there is no automaton 
U which can globally simulate every automaton f via recursive functions y and p 
with some time bound b C B. 
NOTATION 
IN 
P~ 
Q. 
set of nonnegative integers 
the partial recursive functions from N" to IN 
the automata, i.e., the partial recursive functions from N" to IN having 
decidable domain 
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R. the (total) recursive functions from qqn to N 
dora(f) the domain o f f  
rg(f) the range o f f  
f(x) T x q~ dom(f) 
f(x) 1 x c dom(f) 
gf ,~x. g(f(x)) 
- the monus operation 2x, y. 0 if x ~ y, x - y otherwise 
gL g, t times iterated 
q~l ~) is a fixed acceptable (G6del) numbering of P~ • 0)i := (01 n- 
F c_ P I is reeursiveIy enumerable (r.e.) iff 3 f ~ R , , F= { q) i~n li C N} 
~tz .... the least z such that ... 
ZA the characteristic function of the set A c N, i.e., ~z. 0 if z EA, 1 
otherwise 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Following (Buchberger and Roider, 1978), we identify an "automaton" 
with its "transition function," the "states" being coded as natural numbers, 
and "halting at state z" expressed as being undefined at z. So let us define an 
automaton to be a partial recursive function with decidable domain. (For a 
detailed justification of this name, see (Buchberger and Roider, 1978).) Let 
Q1 be the set of automata, 
QI := {f l f  E P1 and dom(f )  decidable}. 
For f  C Q~, define [ f ] ,  the global transition caused by f ,  to be the least fixed 
point of the equation 
-- 2z .  t z i f f(z)T g 
gf(z) otherwise. 
[ f ]  is the function " i terate funt i l fha l ts . "  Note that [ f ]  is partial recursive, 
since dom( f )  is decidable. 
Buchberger and Menzel (1977) considered the question of what it means 
for an automaton to be "universal." Define U C Q1 to be computation 
universal iff U can compute all partial recursive functions by means of 
appropriate input and output codings; i.e., for every g E P1 there are 7, 
p~R 1 such that g=p[U]7 .  Now one can easily provide examples of 
computation universal automata which, in an intuitive sense, are not 
universal automata (having too little structure, they are not capable of 
"implementing every standard programming idea") (Buchberger and Menzel, 
1977). Buchberger and Menzel sought a better definition of universality that 
was to 
- -be  recursively invariant; 
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-- include all interpreting automata "naturally connected" with universal 
programming languages; 
--exclude those "degenerate" computation universal automata. 
They introduced various notions of simulation and defined universality 
correspondingly as simulation universality. We recall some definitions and 
facts. 
Let U be an automaton. U is called globally universal iff for every fC  Q1 
there are 7, P E R] such that [ f]  =p[U]7 (i.e., Uglobally simulates f via 7, P: 
f f f , z . • D. . . . . . .  - -~z  with f ( z ' ) l  
p ! T 
Ul, ' U I ,  U U U U 
• I l l  • I • t i  ! 11 • D • D ) ,  
U is locally universal iff for every f~ Q] there is o such that oCR 1, o is 
injective, rg(o) is decidable and, for all z, 
/(z)Y =~ u(o(z)Y, 
f(z)~ ::> 3t > l[Uto(z) = of(z)] 
(i.e., U via o preserves halting o f f  and locally simulates f :  
f J 
Z • Im• Z 
u U U 
• D lJ, , o , ,  p- • ) .  
U is #-universal iff for every fCQ1 there is a such that oCR] ,  o is 
injective, rg(o) is decidable and, for all z, 
/(z)T Uo( )T, 
f ( z ) l  ~ 3t >/ l[Uto(z) = of(z) A t =ps >/ 1. USo(z) C rg(o)] 
(i.e., U via o preserves halting o f f  and #-simulates f :  
f "[ ;i 
o-. U U U 
• ~ • lb  • • ID • ) ,  
no intermediate'state is in rg(cr)  
U is stepwise universal iff for every f~ Q1 there is a as above such that 
of = Uo (i.e., U via o preserves halting o f f  and stepwise simulates f :  
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f 
Note the trivial implications: U stepwise universal~ U p-universal~ U 
locally universal ~ U globally universal. 
In our search for the "right" universality concept, now, global universality 
does not help us at all. For U C Q~, the following are equivalent statements: 
(1) U is computation universal. 
(2) U is globally universal. 
(3) There are 7~R z and pER~ such that p[U]7 is an acceptable 
numbering of P~. 
(Implications (1 )~ (2) and (3 )~ (1) are trivial. As for (2 )~ (3), consider 
0. Decompose it as ~o=o[V]i with automaton V and total recursive 
functions o and i. By (2), [V]=p'[U]7' with p'ER~ and 7 'ER~;  take 
7 := 7'i and p := op'.) Hence, global universality might become interesting 
only in connection with other restrictions, e.g., restrictions on the loss of time 
allowed in the simulations (see below). 
The above "degenerate" globally (computation) universal automata re 
not locally universal. One can construct a locally universal automaton which 
is not z-universal, and this one, too, has unnatural features. On the other 
hand, the standard interpreter UTu R of the Turing formalism is ~t-universal. 
Let Uxu R work on states (p, b, q, c), consisting of Turing table p, tape 
inscription b, internal state q, and number of scanned field c, in the usual 
way. Then UTU R p-simulates the automaton Op via the encoding 
a := 2z • t (fi' code number of: z + 1 symbols 1, O, O) 
t (/7, code number of: z + 1 symbols I, 1, O) 
if z C dom(Op) 
ifz ~ dom(o;), 
where/~ is an appropriate Turing table effectively constructed from p. a is 
such that intermediate points in the simulation of one O-step have third 
components ~>2 (Buchberger and Menzel, 1977). (There are some subtleties 
in connection with UTUR: It must be such that the tape inscription is 
"automatically contracted" if blanks appear at the left or right end, quite in 
accordance with the original idea of an "infinite" tape.) 
It would seem that an analogous construction can be carried out for any 
standard universal programming language which is interpreted "naturally" 
(at least after some minor adjustments of the kind just indicated). 
UTu R is not stepwise universal. All these facts--together with some 
lemmata saying that g-universal automata must be "rich in structure"--led 
Buchberger and Menzel to the thesis that the concept of a p-universal 
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automaton is the appropriate precise version of the intuitive notion of a 
universal automaton. Maybe it is something like "the best one can have" in 
this connection. Of course, that thesis is further supported if there are no 
stepwise universal automata at all. This was left as an open problem in 
(Buchberger and Menzel, 1977) but has been proved in (Maier et al., in 
press). It will also be a corollary to our results here. 
In Section 2 below, we study time bounds for local simulation. If U is 
locally universal then, of course, for any fC  QI and injective a G R1, the 
number of U-steps required to simulate one f-step locally via a is bounded by 
a total recursive function b: Choose 
b := ~z. t ° 
iff(z)~ 
Itt >/1. Uta(z) = af(z) i f f (z) l .  ( 
The question arises whether there can be an automaton which, for somefixed 
b C R~, locally simulates every f C Ql, via appropriate a, within b(z) steps. 
This is not the case, as we shall see. More generally, there is no U E Q~ 
which locally simulates all f E Q1 in such a way that a total recursive bound 
for the number of U-steps required could be uniformly obtained from a q~- 
index o f f  (Theorem 1 and corollary). This negative result is "sharp" in the 
following sense: Just slight modifications in the way f is given, or in the 
quality of the bounds, turn it into a positive one. Our negative results follows 
from a still stronger one which is our main theorem (Theorem 2). 
Section 3 deals with analogous questions for global simulation. Here, the 
interesting time bounds are those needed for simulating If] .  Theorem 3 says 
that no globally universal automata exist with time bounds uniformly 
obtainable from the given automata f We conclude with some remarks 
regarding the literature and a comprehensive summary of the results obtained 
so far. 
2. LOCAL SIMULATION WITH UNIFORM BOUNDS 
Definition 
For automata f and U, injective cr E R i and b E R 1, we say that U locally 
simulates f via a with time bound b iff for all z, z'  E N: 
f ( z )  = z' ~ ~t[l ~ t ~ b(z) A Uta(z) = a(z')]. 
As for the results in this section, observe that the functions a used for 
simulation need not "preserve halting," nor have decidable range. The 
properties considered are "really local," in this sense. 
THEOREM 1. Let B ~_ R~ be a r.e. family of functions. Then there is no 
automaton U such that for every automaton f there is an injective encoding 
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and a bounding function b ~ B such that U locally simulates f via ~ with 
time bound b. 
COROLLARY. There is no automaton U such that, for some partial 
recursive function f E P1, the following holds: 
Vi[~o i C Q1 ~ f ( i ) l  A ~o~i) C R 1 
A ~ E R 1 [a injeetive A U locally simulates q~i via o with 
time bound ¢~(i)]]. 
Proof of corollary. Assume such U and fl exist. Q1 is r.e. (see Maier et 
al., in press): say 
Q1 = {q~m~ [ iE  N}, for some r ER1.  
Yhenf  := 2i .  fir(i) is total recursive; hence B := {¢s~i) I i C nq } is a r.e. family 
of total recursive functions with the property that U can locally simulate any 
fEQ~ via some suitable injective aER 1 and some b from B. This 
contradicts Theorem 1. 
We shall prove an even stronger result than that of Theorem 1. For this 
reason, let us introduce some terminology. 
DEFINITION. For a total function f :  N ~ N define 
cyc( f )  := {z [3t/> l f ( z )=z} ,  
the cycle set of f ;  i.e., the set of states z such that f,, when started at z, runs 
into a cycle, and 
~I  := {(z, z ' ) I  3s, t E Nf ' ( z )  =ft(z ' )},  
the component relation off .  Equivalence classes of ~s are called components 
of f  
In (Maier et al., in press) we proved that there is a total recursive function 
U with decidable cycle set and decidable component relation which can 
stepwise simulate every total recursive function f having decidable cycle set 
and component relation via some injective recursive encoding o. The 
following theorem implies that there is no recursive function U which can 
simulate any recursive function with decidable cycle set nor is there a 
recursive function which can simulate any recursive function with decidable 
component relation, even if we weaken stepwise simulation to local 
simulation with a time bound from some given r.e. family of recursive 
functions. 
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THEOREM 2. Let B be a r.e. subfamily of R 1 and U E PI be extendable 
to a total recursive function. Then there are recursive bijections f and g from 
IN onto IN such that the following holds: 
(1) For all injective, total recursive a and all b CB, U locally 
simulates neither f nor g with time bound b; 
(2) cyc(f) = O and all components o f f  are decidable; 
(3) ~g is decidable. 
Remark. Clearly, Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2. 
Proof. LetBc_R~ ber.e.;say B={~om) l iCN} fo rsomerCRl .  Let O 
be a fixed recursive xtension of U. We shall define a recursive bijection f 
such that for all j and i the following holds: 
q)j ~ R 1 A ~Oj injective 
=> 0 does not locally simulate f via q)j with time bound %(~). 
f will have empty cycle set and decidable components. 
f will be constructed by diagonalization over all functions in B and all total 
recursive, injective encodings. Note that the former are r.e. by assumption 
whereas the latter are not. This brings in the main difficulty since we have to 
consider partial recursive ncodings too. 
Construction o f f  
Let ( ) :N×N× {0,1} × N--+ IN be a recursive bijection. For i, jE IN 
define Ai. j := {(i,j, k,x) lkC {0, 1} and xC  IN}. 
In the following diagrams we always arrange the points of Aid in the 
following way: 
(i,j,O,O) (i,j, 0,1) (i,j, 0,2) (i,j, 0,3) ... 
( i , j , l ,0 )  ( i , j , l ,  1) ( i , j , l ,  2) ( i , j , l ,3 )  ... 
f will be defined simultaneously on the sets Aid: 
f = U fi,j, wheref,.,j is a bijection from Ai, j onto Ai, j .  
i,j~N 
The definition of f .d will guarantee that U, and hence U, cannot locally 
simulate f via encoding ~0j with time bound ~Pr<i), provided % is total and 
injective. 
f/d is defined in steps: 
f i , j  = U fi,j,t w i th f i , j , t~f i , j , t+ l .  
ten 
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For the definition off~..:.t we need the following auxiliary functions: 
t ( i , j ,k ,x  + 2) 
~i.i.t := ~(i', j ' ,  k, x ) .  (i, j, k, x -" 2) 
Graphically: 
~--- - - -~ ,...-------~ ... - 
<i,j,o,o> . ,~_ . . .@.  - 
<i, j  1,0> e_ • • • • 
Pt,:,, := 2(i', j ' ,  k, x) .  
Graphically: 
if i' = i, j '  = j, x < 2t, x even 
if i' = i, j '  = j, x < 2t, x odd 
otherwise. 
/ .~ . . j .  ~ • • <i,j,O,2t> 
- " ' . .~ . - "% , f -7  "~. <i,j,l,at> 
1 ~h,:.,((i, j  k, x)) (i,j, 1, 2t-" 1) 
(i,j, o, 2t "-- 1) 
( i , j ,O,x "-- 1) 
(i,j, l~x+ 1) 
<i , j ,O ,O> 
<i , j , l ,0> 
ifi' = i , j '= j ,x  <2t 
i f i '  = i , j '  = j ,k= 0 ,x= 2t 
i f i '= i , j '= j ,k=O,x=2t+ 1 
i f i '  = i , j '  = j ,  k=0,  x > 2t + 1 
i f i '= i , j '= j ,k= l ,x>/2t  
otherwise 
<i,j,O,2t> 
. . . . . . .  
• • • • • • ~ o -.........4~ • - - - - J~  • . ,  
<l, j, 1,2t-'1> 
Note that 7~i,j, t ~ ~zi,j,t+l, :zi,j, t ~Pt,j,t and that the path from (i, j, 0, 0) to 
(i, j, 1, 0) in the graph of Pi,j,t has length 2t + 1. 
Algorithm for Computing 2(i, j, t, z ) .  f/,j,t(z) 
For t=  0, 1, 2... we define ft,j.t to be ni,j.t, as long as at least one of 
~p:((i, j, 0, 0)) and ~pj((i, j, 1, 0)) is undefined. If (eventually) ~p: converges on 
both (i, j, 0, 0) and (i, j, 1, 0), then enough information about ~0: is available 
to definef/,~.,t in such a way that U is prevented from locally s imulat ingfvia 
¢: with time bound era')" This is done by proceeding to define f/,J',t via Pi,j,s 
for a suitable s. 
Formally: 
Step t : 0. Definefi,j, 0 to be ~.z • T. 
Step t+ 1. Make t steps in the computations of ~pj(i,j, 0,0) and 
~Ai, j, 1, 0). 
Case 1. At least one of the computations does not converge within t 
steps. 
Then defineft4,t+ 1 : :  ~ri4,t+l. 
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Case 2. Both computations are defined within t steps but at least one is 
not defined within t -  1 steps. 
Compute 
t t 
T:= ~' ~Or(i)(i, j  O, 2l) + ~ ~or(i)(i, j , 1, 2/'-- 1). 
/=0 /=1 
Case 2a. Vs ~< T, Uoj(i, j, 0, 0) :~ 0)j.(i, j, 1, 0). 
Then define f/,s,t+ 1 :=  Pi,j,t. 
Case 2b. ~Zs ~< T, O~oj(i, j  0, 0) = ~os(i, j  1, 0). 
Then definef/,j,t+l := Pl,j,r+t" 
Case 3. There is a number s < t such that both q)s(i,j, 0,0) and 
~0s(i, j  1, 0) are defined within s steps of computation. 
Then define f/,ia+ 1 :=f/,s,t- 
f,,s is a bijection from Ai, j onto Ai,j; hencef is  a bijection from N onto N. 
The cycle set of f is empty. The components of f are of the form 
{(i , j ,O,x) l xEN } or {( i , j , l , x )  txCN } or {(i , j ,O,x) l xCN)U 
{(i,a~ 1, x) lx C ~ }. Hence they are decidable. 
ffulfills requirement (1) of Theorem 2: Let i, j ~ N be given such that ~0 s is 
total and injective. Assume, for contradiction, that /_7 locally simulates f via 
~0j. with time bound ~0r(i). 
Let t be minimal such that both ~0s(i, j 0, 0) and (oj(i, j, 1, 0) are defined 
within t computation steps. Hence f~,j,t+~ has been defined via Case 2a or 
Case 2b. 
Case 2a. Thenf2t+'( i , j ,O,  O) =- tPi,j,t)¢- ~2t+l/i\, j ,O ,O)=( i , j ,  1,0). 
( i , j ,O,O) I , ( i , j ,  0,2) I , . . .  I , ( i , j ,O ,  2t ) 
(i , j ,  1 ,o )~ (i, j , 1, 1 )~ ... (t, 2, l, 2t--  1). 
Applying the definition of "U locally simulates f via ~0j. with time bound 
%(i)" 2t + 1 times, we get numbers So,..., st_ 1 ,st,..., s2t such that 
s o <~ ¢Or(i)(i, j, O, O) ..... st_ 1 <~ ~or(i)(i, j, O, 2t), 
st<~ ~o,.(i)(i,j  1, 2t'--1),...,Szt<~(Pr(i)(i,j, 1, 1) 
and the following diagram commutes: 
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f 
< i , j ,O ,O>[  
I 
?J 
I 
I 
I 
r ,U  
• iJ . , .  
s o times 
f f 
~ ~' . . . . . . .  I I D-•  < i , j , l ,0> l  
I I I I 
I I I l 
I I I I 
• , ,  l~ ,  , . . . .  • D • • • -...........~ o 
s, times S2¢ times 
= x~2t s But, s=~t_  0s t~< Hence, US(oj(i, j, O, O) ~oj(i, j  1, 0), where s := z...t=o t. 
2 r = Y~=0i0m.)(i,j, 0, l)+~.t=l~or(i)(i, j 1,2/'-- 1) T. This contradicts the 
hypothesis of Case 2a. 
Case 2b. Let s o be minimal such that s o ~ T and Us°oj(i,j , O, O)= 
~oj(i, j, 1, 0 ) . s  0 exists by definition of Case 2b. By definition of f in  Case 2b 
we have 
fz(r+t)+l( i , j ,O,O)=(,  ~ ~2(r+t)+ '~ij.T+tJ l ( i , j ,O ,O)=( i , j ,  1,0). 
<i , j ,O ,O> 2(T+t)+l  times f < i  , j , ' l ,O> 
f~ f f f f f 
~, • it • ]=, • l= • °o , ° l  i=, • ~ ,= 
i i 
• it ,  • I L  • i v  • ° , , ° °  Do  
O 0 0 3 
~.. . )  
Y 
"on ly"  s o 'times 0 
Note that the diagram above correctly describes the finite parts of the graphs 
o f f  and 0 under consideration; i.e., there are no cycles, since s o has been 
chosen minimal and f has no cycles at all. 
By applying the definition of local simulation 2(T + t) + 1 times, we get 
numbers l o ..... 12(r+t) such that for p = 0 ..... 2 (T+ t) 
lp >/ 1 and Ulp(q)j(fP(i,j, O, 0))) = (oj(fP+l(i,j, O, 0)). 
Hence, 
Ut°+'"+h'r+"(~oi(i, j, O, 0)) = ~oj(f 2(r+n+ 1((i, j, O, 0))) 
= ~oj(i, j ,  1, 0). 
Since lp/>l and So<~T<2(T+t)+ l ,  we have so<lo+. . .+12{r+n.  It 
follows that 
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Ut°+'"+i2,~+,,-~°(gj(i.j, 1 0})  
= O'°+'"+'~'~+')-'°(Os°((oj(i.j, O. 0)))  
= U,o+ +,~,~+,,(~;(~,j, o, o))  
= Cj(i, j ,  1, 0). 
Since lo 4-- . . . .  /2(T+t)- So > 0, this means that 0, when started at 
oj(i, j, 1, 0), runs into a finite cycle. But then it is not possible to embed the 
infinite set {fl(i, j, 1, o) I l E ~ } into the finite set {Otq~d_(i, j , 1, o) I l ~ N} 
injectively via ~0;. This contradicts to the assumption that U locally simulates 
fv ia  ~0j. 
In order to make the argument in Case 2b a little bit more transparent, we 
give a diagram which shows what the situation in Case 2b could look like for 
a particular example: 
<i ,  j ,O ,O> <i ,  j ,~ ,O> 
, "~ "'.. -~'.---~2 ". "-. ' . . . . . . . . .  
, - . , / / /~  _ -  ,,o shodod oreo  ,s  
] i ". ". ",~ ".-//.~?,_I---~ "~'.'Z - - - ' ' /  indeed present 
- .., ,, ...... 
,, i - '-.. I ".. .  
I^=1 ] 11 =2 " I~=1 "; 13=1:  14=2 " / / " t  !~=3 "" . .  I v . ; ~ .. ; /  / / /  . ~ • 
: '.. .. . , / / / " / /  ,.. ".. .  • . • / /  . , / .  
, . . .. . . y / / / . .~ ,  ~ . .  .... 
_ " _ - : - - - " . / / -  /1~.=';. - - "- . .  
U " U U ; U ". U *.~/ O/~- -U / , .  U U U "-.. 
only 6 times U U -~ U 
This finishes the part of Theorem 2 concerning the function f. In order to get 
a diagonal function g with decidable component relation we slightly modify 
the algorithm above as follows: 
Instead of building up in Ai, j two separate components 
f - - - - - -~/ . - - - - - - -~  .. ~ - - _ ...~__--_.~ ~----..~ 
" ' -~ '~CJ ' - - "  - ; ' - - _L J ' - - _L~"  " 
. . fT~. . fT -~. f  - - .  f - - - .  ~- . . .  ~--  ~__~ . .  _ . ' @ ' @ "  • 
which "in the critical situation" are linked like this, 
. 7 - ".'----7-~. . ~  ' '~. - - - . . - - . . .  . 
643/52/1-3 
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we now build up one component 
. / - - - - - -~ . f - - - - - -~  f -  - -  . ~ f _ - _ .~  
°~- - - °~° .  _" . , °~. . . _~/"~. j "  • 
which, in the corresponding situation, is eventually completed to a graph of 
the form 
" 
/ °  ~,,.___j  ," ~..._..._....J ~ . , )  
000 
End of proof 
Remark.  The above corollary to Theorem 1 implies that no automaton U 
can locally simulate all fE  Q1 in total recursive time bounds uniformly 
obtained from f;  i.e., there does not exist UC Q~ and fl C R 1 such that, for all 
i, if 0i C Q1 then 
q)~u) C R1 A 3a ~ R~[a injective and U locally simulates ~0 i via a 
with time bound O~(n ]. 
We note that, here, both the way f is given and the requirement that the time 
bounds should be total recursive are crucial. Consider Uvu a. 
(1) There are a C R 2 and fl C R 2 such that, for all i, j, if q)j =Zdom(o~) 
then 
~o~.,j) ~ R ~ A ~o~ud) C R 1' ~9 o~(i,j) injective 
A U locally simulates (0; via O~(~,j) with time bound ~0~u,j ). 
To see this, choose a and fl such that 
I 
(7, code number of: z + 1 symbols ], 0, 0) 
if (pj(z)~ and q)j(z) = 0 
q)~u,J) = 2z • {7, code number of: z + 1 symbols I, 1, 0) 
if 0j(z)~ and ~0j(z) :~ 0 
]" if q~j(z)T, 
where t- is chosen as in the proof in Section 1 that UTUR is /~-universal; 
~t >~ 1. UtxuR ~%,,i)(z ) = ~0~(i,j)~0i(z ) 
if 9j(z)~ and ~oj(z) = 0 
and ~oi(z)l , q~,~u.d, q~,(z),L, ~p,~(i,j,(z).[ 
o if ~os.(z)~ and ~pj(z) 4= 0 
T otherwise, 
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(2) There is fl E R 1 such that, for all i, if ~0 i C Q1 then 
dom(eP~i)) = dom(~0i) A 30 C R L [a injective 
A Vz, z'[~0,(z) = z'  ~ ~t[1 ~ t ~ ~o~i)(z ) A UtruRa(Z) - -  a(z')]]] .  
To see this, choose fl such that 
l gt >~ 1. [U~uR((i , code number of: z + 1 symbols [, 0, 0)) 
~0~i) = Zz • has third component 0 or 1 ] if ~oi(z)~ 
T otherwise 
(i- as above). 
Choose a as in the proof in Section 1 that UTUR is/~-universal. Note that 
a, as a total function, cannot be uniformly obtained from 9; (admitting 
partial recursive functions a would not make much sense); note, too, that, for 
the definition of ~0~ti), a is not used. 
3. GLOBAL SIMULATION WITH UNIFORM BOUNDS 
DEFINITION. For an automaton f, define its running time by 
Time,, := 2z .  the least t such that f t (z)T . 
DEFINITION. An automaton U globally simulates an automaton f via 
recursive input function y and output function p with time bound b C R2 iff 
[f] = p[U]7 and Timevv(z ) ~ b(z, Timec(z)) 
for all z such that Timey(z) is defined. 
THEOREM 3. Let B ~ R 2 be r.e. Then there is no automaton U which can 
globally simulate every automaton f via reeursive input and output functions, 
and with a time bound from the given family B. 
Remark. Note that Theorem 3 does not simply say that, for UC Q1 and 
B~RI ,  B r.e., U cannot globally simulate all automata in such a way that 
the required running time of U is bounded by some b ~ B. It says strictly 
more because, for B __QR 2 r.e., the family {2z • b(z, Timey(z)) I b ~ B, f~ Ql} 
is not r.e., in general. For a similar reason we cannot conclude from 
Theorem 3 that weaker version of Theorem 1 in which the functions 
allowed must in addition preserve halting and have decidable range. For, 
since {T imel ] fC  Q1} is not r.e. though Q1 itself is, an arbitrary r.e. B 
bounding the number of U-steps for one f-step does not uniformly yield an 
r.e. B '  bounding the number of U-steps required to simulate the total 
computation o f f  
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Clearly, from Theorem 3 it follows again that stepwise universal automata 
do not exist. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let B be {~0~{])] i E FN }, for some r C R, .  Assume 
that an automaton U as described in Theorem 3 exists. Let ( ): N 3 ~ IN be a 
recursive bijection. For i, j C N define Aid := {(i, j, x) [ x E IN }. We use the 
following auxiliary functions: For i,j, t E N 
t ( i , j , x+ l )  i f i '= i , j '= j ,x<t  
7Ci,j,t :=  ,~( i t ,  j t ,  x}  • 
otherwise. 
Note that Time(~io,,)((i, j, 0)) = t. Define f E P1 by f = (,-)id~ N f-,j- with 
d°m(fio)tArg(fi j)c-Aid • fid is defined in steps: f id=Ut~f / , j . t  with 
f i ,  ;,, _c f . ,~,,  + 1. 
Algorithm for Computing fid,t 
Step t = 0. Definefi,j,0 to be 2z. T. 
Step t + 1. Make t steps in the computation of cg(i, j, 0). 
Case 1. cj(i, j, O) is not defined within t steps. 
Then define f/,.i,t+l :=  7~i,j,t+ 1 . 
Case 2. ~oj(i, j O) is defined after precisely t steps. 
(2) • Case 2a. Timeu(~0j(i, j, 0)) > q~r(i~(Q, J, 0), t). 
Then define f/,j,t+l := 7~i,j, t. 
Case 2b. Timev((0j(i, j, 0)) ~< q~]~((i, j  0), t). 
Then define f,. j,t+l := {,-)t~N 7ri,j,t. 
Case 3. ~oj(i, j O) is defined within s steps for some s < t. 
Then define fi,j,t+ 1 := ft,j,t. 
Of course, f is an automaton. By assumption on U there are y, p C R 1 and 
b E B such that [f] =p[U]y and for all z E IN: Timev(y(z))~< b(z, Timei(z)). 
Let y be %. and b be qJm)"~2), for some i, j E N. Choose t such that q~j(i, j, 0) is 
defined after exactly t steps. Hence, f~,j,t+~ is defined according to Case 2 of 
the algorithm above. 
Case 2a. Then Times((/, j, 0)) = T ime~ ,~((i,j, 0)) = t and therefore, 
by Case 2a, Timev(~pj(i, j, 0)) > ~) ( ( i ,  j, oil Timef((i, j, 0~)) = b((i, j, 0), 
Times((/, j, 0))), a contradiction. 
Case 2b. In this case [U](¢j(i,j, 0)) is defined, but f id  is defined to be 
(,-)~ ~i,j,~ ;hence [f]((i, j, 0)) is undefined. This contradicts [f] =p[U]y. 
End of proof. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We review some problems similar to ours which are treated in the 
literature, all of which are now corollaries to our results. 
For ~ E P2 and p C N define qJp := 2z • ~,(p, z). 
The following theorem was proved by Auguston (1975): There does not 
exist an automaton U together with an input encoding 7 C R2 and an output 
encoding p E R 2 such that for every f C QI, y' c R1 and p' ~ R l , there are 
parameters p and q and a number c such that 
and 
P'[f]7' = pp[U] yq 
TimevTq(z ) <~ e. TimesY'(z ), for all z such that 
TimesT'(z ) is defined. 
Or, more briefly, 
There is no "real-time computation universal automaton with 
fixed codings." 
(Here, "real-time" means that the running time of U is bounded by a 
constant c times the running time off ,  where c is allowed to depend onf  p'  
and 7'; "with fixed codings" refers to the fact that the input and output 
machinery is fixed by given binary ? and p.) 
As Buchberger (1975, 1976) noted, one cannot conclude from Auguston's 
theorem that there is no stepwise universal automaton. One would need the 
stronger theorem saying 
There is no "real-time computation universal automaton." 
But this is just a corollary to our Theorem 3. 
In an obvious manner we can introduce notions of 
--locally universal automaton; 
--locally universal automaton with fixed coding; 
--real-time locally universal automaton with fixed coding; 
For example, we call an automaton U real-time universal with fixed coding 
iff there is a ~ R 2 such that for every automatonfthere is a parameter p and 
a number c with the following properties: 
ap injective, rg(ap) decidable, 
Vz [f(z)T => vap(z)T 1, 
Vz[f(z)~ => ~t >/1 [t 4~ c A UtOp(Z) = apf(z)] ]. 
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In order strictly to separate local simulation from global simulation, as it 
was done in Section 2 and 3, we introduce notions of 
- -  real-time locally* universal automaton, 
- - l oca l ly*  universal automaton with fixed codings, 
- - rea l - t ime locally* universal automaton with fixed coding 
by omitting the conditions that a has decidable range and preserves halting. 
The corresponding notions are introduced for/~- and stepwise simulation. 
Using this terminology, we can summarize what is known about the 
existence of various sorts of universal automata in the following table. 
(Trivial implications are indicated by an -*; sources of arrows are 
particularly marked by writing, respectively, "YES" and "NO" in capitals 
and indicating the proof of the fact in brackets.) 
there exists a 
( t ime bounds) ~ 
( universality 
_!, concept ) 
( codings ) 
globally universal 
automaton 
local ly* universal 
automaton 
locally universal 
automaton 
~*-  universal 
automaton 
/.L- universal 
automaton 
l , I 
I real-  time I real-time I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
t- t -  T 
~ . ~  I with fixed I 
I I codings I 
I 
t , I 
yes I N,O ', = no I 
j L ___ l (Theorem :5) ( /A 75 / )1  
yes I NO ,~no I 
I t  - ,(Theorem I) - I 
- i , 
yes I no I ~ no 
stepwise~' univer sal 
automaton n o ~-~- -~ no 
stepwise universal ~ no 
no -ql- 
automaton I 
yes I no 
. . . .  
YES I 10 / 
(take UTUR~j r 
I -V  
with fixed 
codings 
YES 
( Remark 1 ) 
yes 
J~ 
NO 
I , 
I I I YES 
( emark 2) 
I 
I = no I no 
I - - I - -  . . . .  
I / 
no ~ no 
I I 
I ~ no ~ no 
I I 
Remark 1. AS remarked in Section 1, if U is globally universal then 
there are 7 E R 2 and p @ R~ such that p[U]7 is an acceptable numbering of 
P~. This, of course, implies that U is globally universal with fixed codings. 
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Remark 2. Take UTUR together with encoding a C R 2 defined by 
a := 2p, z • (p, code number of: z + 1 symbols I, 0, 0). 
Remark 3. Assume there is an automaton U and an encoding e C R2 
such that for every f E Ql there is a parameter p such that 
ap is injective, rg(ap) is decidable, 
Vz[f(z)y ~ uap(z)T ], 
Vz[f(z)~ ~ ~t >/1, Utap(Z) = apf(z)]. 
For p C N define 
l O if Op(X) E dom(U) 
Xp := 2x • if Op(X) q~ dom(U). 
Then (gp)p~N would be an enumeration of the characteristic functions of all 
decidable sets, a contradiction. 
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